Point Park B Team vs. Cal U Club Team Match Play

April 24, 2012

Quicksilver Golf Club, Midway, Pa.

Par 72, 7012 yards

Final Score

Cal U Club Team 5.5, Point Park 4.5

Front Nine
1. Billy Wivell (Point Park) def. Kyle Bennett (Cal U Club Team), 2 and 1
2. Chris Bowen (Point Park) def. Matt Gregory (Cal U Club Team), 2 and 1
3. Andrew Heffernan (Cal U Club Team) def. Steve Veydt (Point Park), 1 up
4. Mitch Steelman (Cal U Club Team) def. T.J. Heatherington (Point Park), 4 and 3
5. Tim Newburn (Cal U Club Team) def. Josh Pohlot (Point Park), 3 and 2

Back Nine
1. Billy Wivell (Point Park) tied Kyle Bennett (Cal U Club Team), Halved
2. Chris Bowen (Point Park) def. Matt Gregory (Cal U Club Team), 2 and 1
3. Steve Veydt (Point Park) def. Andrew Heffernan (Cal U Club Team), 2 and 1
4. Mitch Steelman (Cal U Club Team) def. T.J. Heatherington (Point Park), 4 and 3
5. Tim Newburn (Cal U Club Team) def. Robbie Heatherington (Point Park), 4 and 3